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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York and Bangkok. He assists some of
the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine-by-theglass programs, leading educational trips to wine producing countries and hosting VIP industry
dinners at New York and across Asia.
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Prestige Wine
Nobility in China Today
Helan Mountain
Growing Nectar of Choice for
China's Elite & Aspiring Elite Blue Bloods Alike
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When one thinks of the world's classic wines, such as Bordeaux icons like Chateaux Lafite Rothschild, Mouton Rothschild,
Haut-Brion, Margaux, Latour and d'Yquem,
the idea of ever including among them
wines of China would seem ludicrous, if not
insane; if it were not for two winery names
that are proving otherwise: Helan Mountain
and Grace Vineyard. Let's take a look at
Helan Mountain, until now, the lesserknown of China's two icon wines.
Established in 1997, Helan Mountain,
long in the shadow of Grace Vineyard, the
“China Doll” darling of the Hong Kong wine
establishment, Helan Mountain has now
emerged as a global, award-wining winery
with no looking-back, having won 39 awards
in total since September 2009. Helen
Mountain Special Reserve Chardonnay
won the “2009 Best Wine from China” trophy at the Hong Kong International Wine &
Spirit Competition, which is the highest
honor Chinese wine won in the competition.
And in 2010, Helan Mountain won the Silver medal in the 17th “Chardonnay du
Monde” competition at Burgundy, France.
Helan Mountain was the only Chinese wine
awarded in this competition in the past five
years.
Something or someone must be mak-
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ing a big difference and that somebody is
none other than one of the most distinguished winemakers in the world, Philip
Laffer, now the Chief Winemaking Consultant for Helan Mountain. Laffer earned his
stripes as a pioneer for over 40 years contributing to the art of winemaking and being recognized as one of the leaders in the
development of the Australian wine industry.
Joining Laffer has been senior Australian
viticulturist from his “World-Class Expert
Team”, Philip Deverell, a seasoned
viticulturist with experience in Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa.
Most recently in a development certain to positively impact the unique expression of the Yin Chuan, Helan Mountains
(Ningxia) terroir, where the wines are
produced, and as well to insure Helan
Mountain's place in winemaking history,
Laffer has appointed Susan Mickan, a wellknown, very experienced Australian
winemaker with specialized skills in
winemaking outstanding Cabernet
Sauvignon and Chardonnay as Chief
Winemaker with Helan Mountain. Brilliant.
I was privileged to speak with Laffer
and he told me his story of Helan Mountain.
“We spent three years exploring possibilities in China before discovering the

Helanshan vineyards; in fact, it was the
quality of the 2005 and 2006 grapes that
appealed to me, as good as or better than
anything I had seen in China. The winery
is modern and with additional refrigeration
and some specialized red fermentation
vessels, it will be world class. We are building a temperature-controlled barrel cellar for
our new French oak barrels.” Laffer continued “Like all successful wine brands the
quality is determined by the vineyard and
whilst the Helan Mountain vineyards are
good, we believe we will further enhance
quality by introducing sophisticated irrigation systems and some different approaches to vine management. The first
results from these changes will be seen in
the 2010 vintage.” And then he added “Our
efforts have gone into making lively, vibrant
varietal wines. We don't want to be seen
as copying France, Australia or anywhere
else for that matter. The Helan Mountain
goal and challenge is to be the best maker
of the best Chinese wines.”
On the effects of his and his Team's
contributions to the increasing quality and
distinction of the wines, Laffer commented
“There is already evidence to back our
ambition, apart from attractive and affordable generic red and white wines. The next

levels up in quality, particularly the Cabernet
Sauvignons and Merlots offer wines equal
to the best China can produce” and then
he humbly observes, “Or perhaps better”.
And when asked about any future Helan
Mountain surprises, Laffer said “As a matter of fact, we are now working on a couple
of super-premium red wines, probably for
release in 2011 or 2012; wines we hope will
become benchmarks for Chinese
winemaking and hopefully encourage other
local winemakers to work toward improving the overall standard and quality of Chinese wine.”
Helan Mountain caters to every type
of wine consumer: From wine collectors &
connoisseurs to serious, aspiring wine
aficionados, to every day consumers and
even entry level experimenters, Helan
Mountain has a wine for you. The top of
the line are the Special Reserves, namely
the Special Reserve Chardonnay and the
Special Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon.
These wines are the product of only the best
grapes, chosen from individually selected
vineyard blocks and the personal crafting
of the winery seniors, delivering a world-

class experience every time for those who
demand nothing but the very best.
Next in line is the Premium Collection,
positioned as the backbone of the Helan
Mountain brand. The grapes must meet
exacting standards, consistently producing
wines of rich complexity with bold flavors,
true to their varietal character. The Collection includes Chardonnay, Riesling,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and a
Cabernet-Merlot Blend. These wines are
destined to satisfy the most discerning of
wine enthusiasts as well as aspiring wine
enthusiasts who consider premium wines
an important aspect of their social dining
experience at home or in taverns, restaurants and bars.
For those wine consumers who regularly include pleasant-tasting wines as one
of their many beverage choices given a
wide variety of circumstances and who consequently do not require wines of a quality
that garner a premium price in excess of
their other beverage options, Helan Mountain has created their Classic Range, exhibiting distinct varietal character, yet with
fresh, soft, fruit-driven notes that are per-

fect for casual consumption without need
of reflection. And that's just fine, because
not everyone considers wine their beverage of choice. Like the Premium Collection,
the Classic Range includes the same
varietals: Chardonnay, Riesling, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot and a Cabernet-Merlot
Blend, so that when one acquires more of
an appreciation for better wines, once more,
Helan Mountain has the wine for you.
But man does not live by wine alone,
so as the foundation and entry-level for the
Helan Mountain ranges, the You Xuan
Range was created for first-time wine consumers and for those who simply consider
wine a beverage for group and special
occasions; who generally prefer sweeter
beverages, such as fruit juices and soft
drinks. As you might imagine, the range is
characterized by a fruit-driven style, exactly
right for wine consumers of this mindset,
who are not looking for variety, but simply
a good generic red and white that remind
them of their favorite fruit juices.
So that's exactly what Helan Mountain
decided to produce; a dry red and a dry
white. But then they chose to add one more
wine: A very basic Cabernet Sauvignon,
included for good measure, because you
never know when the next gifted wine
sommelier is going to arise from the ranks
of first-time consumers, having tasted a
wine with just a bit more complexity, character and satisfaction on the palate, experience one of his or her life's most amazing
“Ah-Ha Moments” and decide to begin a lifelong study of wine.
And that my friend is the story of Helan
Mountain, a winery built on a dream that
world-class wines could one day be made
in China and appreciated and celebrated
around the world. Try Helan Mountain and
discover the range that's just right for you:
You'll be glad you did.
I am Red Fred, over & out. 
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